
THE TOPIC-WITHOUT-A-POINT PROPOSAL
You need an appealing topic, yes, but you also need to bring an
intellectual contribution about that topic to the table. What's the
portable takeaway other scholars will be able to use in their own work?

THE 6 TYPES OF BOOK PROPOSALS
THAT DON'T WORK

avoid these common pitfalls when pitching to scholarly publishers
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THE IDEA-WITHOUT-EVIDENCE PROPOSAL
Your book needs to support its main point with sufficient evidence and
analysis. Explain them clearly and thoroughly in your project overview
as well as in your summaries of the individual chapters.

THE STILL-A-DISSERTATION PROPOSAL
Avoid the red flags that tip editors off to an insufficiently revised
dissertation by focusing on one main claim and through-line, connecting
your research to the broader world & centering your unique perspective. 

THE TOO-UNIQUE PROPOSAL
A book with no comparable titles may seem like too risky an investment
for a publisher. Use other books strategically as points of reference to
give editors an idea of the kind of book you want to write. 

THE PROPOSAL THAT BELONGS AT ANOTHER PRESS
This is the easiest and most common type of rejection for scholarly
publishers. Do your research to target presses with a track record of
publishing books like yours. Be explicit on what makes your book a fit.

THE PROPOSAL THEY NEVER SEE
Don't let perfection be the enemy of the sent. Put in the effort to craft
your pitch & then open yourself up to the vulnerability of the process. It
only takes one editor who shares your vision to get your foot in the door.

need more help crafting your pitch?
check out the book proposal book: a guide for scholarly authors
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